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INTRODUCTION

A linecutting program, magnetometer, VLF and Horizontal Loop 

survey was conducted on the Hurdman creek Property for Noront 

Resources. This survey was conducted on a contract basis by Rayan 

Exploration Ltd. and was carried out during the months of March and 

April, 1992.

The purpose of this program was to locate a number of airborne 

EM anomalies shown to occur in the area. These airborne anomalies 

were located on the ground in 1980. There is little or no evidence 

of this grid today, by Mattagami Lake Exploration Limited. 

Therefore a grid was re-established in order to try to repeat this 

data.

PERSONNEL

The people directly involved with this geophysical program 

were employed by Rayan Exploration Ltd., and are as follows:

R.J. Meikle..................Timmins, Ontario

S. Anderson..................Timmins, Ontario

E. Brunet....................Timmins, Ontario

All work was supervised by R.J. Meikle.



LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Hurdman Creek property is located within the Porcupine 

Mining Division, District of Cochrane. It is situated 

approximately l4Okm north from the city of Timmins. More locally, 

it is located roughly 20km north-north west from the town of Smooth 

Rock Falls. The grid is situated roughly half-way between the 

Poplar and Mattagami Rivers.

Access to the property was gained by means of a seasonal road, 

heading north from the village of Strickland, which is 

approximately 15km west of Smooth Rock Falls on the Trans-Canada 

Highway. This road and a series of old logging roads heads north 

from the Trans-Canada for about 25km, at which point it nears the 

Poplar River. This is a seasonal road at best, which was opened up 

prior to the survey period by Inco, thus making access to the 

Poplar River possible by two wheel drive truck. During the summer 

months, much of this road would be accessible to ATV's only. The 

truck were parked near the Poplar River and the grid was accessed 

by snowmobile from this point. A 4km snowmobile ride, south on the 

river lead to the site where the linecutting camp was set up. From 

here, the line cutters cut a 5km snowmobile trail cross-country to 

the grid. This is a rough trail at best, which provided access to 

the base line at 800B on the main grid.

During the summer months, the most logical means of access to 

the property for survey purposes would be by helicopter.
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LINBCUTTINQ

A total of 54km of line was cut using a loom line spacing with 

25m station intervals.

The majority of the property was covered with 44km of line 

with the base-line turned off at 50 degrees Az. This base-line was 

turned from a creek in the area, since there is very little 

topography to tie-in to on the remainder of the property. The 

remaining 10km of line was cut with the base-line turned off at 90 

degrees Az. This portion of the grid was cut in order to cover an 

anomaly that was known to run east west, as indicated by the 

previous Mattagami Mines HLEM survey.

GEOPHYSICAL PROGRAM

A magnetometer, VLF and Horizontal Loop survey were conducted 

on the Hurdman Creek grid. The entire grid was covered with Total 

Field Magnetics and VLF (24.0 NAA). After these surveys were 

completed a number of areas of interest were also tested with 

Horizontal Loop using 100m and 150m coil separations. The original 

survey parameters outlined the use of a 100m coil separation for 

the HLEM survey. After testing Zone A using these parameters, it 

was felt that the effective search depth of the 100m cable was not 

penetrating the overburden. As a result, these areas, as well as 

the remainder of the HLEM survey was conducted using a 150m coil 

separation.

It should be noted that because of the azimuth of the main 

grid, the coupling for any VLF station was poor. Cutler Maine



(NAA, 24.0) was used but the coupling was poor at best. There are 

no usable VLF stations available which would give the desired 

coupling for the angle of the main grid.

HORIZONTAL LOOP EM SURVEY

The Horizontal Loop EM survey was carried out with an Apex 

Max-Min II instrument. These surveys are commonly called "Max- 

Min" surveys in recent times.

The Max-Min II instrument can operate at five frequencies 

(3555HZ, 1777HZ, 888HZ, 444HZ, 222HZ)., and is capable of coil 

separations from 25 meters to 200 meters. Although it can be used 

in the vertical loop mode as well as minimum coupled, it is most 

often used in the Maximum Coupled, Co-Planer mode which is in 

effect a Horizontal Loop Electromagnetic Survey.

The instrument records the "In-Phase" and "Out-of-Phase" 

components of the anomalous resultant field from a conductor as a 

percentage of the primary field strength. Both components are used 

in the interpretation of the results. Generally, the larger the 

ratio of peak negative responses between In-Phase and Out-of-Phase, 

the higher the conductivity of the anomaly. A ratio of 1:1 is 

considered a medium conductor.

The purpose of reading more than one frequency is to obtain 

more information about the conductor itself as well as the 

conductivity of the overburden etc. The higher frequencies will



respond to weaker conductive features such as faults, conductive 

overburden etc. As a result the signal from these frequencies can 

attenuate very quickly, possibly not penetrating to the bedrock at 

all. The lower frequencies having a longer wavelength tend to 

penetrate deeper and generally only respond to anomalies with a 

higher order of conductance,. Thus as with most geophysical 

techniques it is a trade off as to depth of penetration vs. 

conductance threshold detectable. The use of multi frequency 

surveys helps to alleviate this problem at a minimal extra cost.

The Max-Min survey was carried out using an Apex Max-Min 

li instrument reading 1777HZ, and 444HZ with a constant coil 

spacing of 150 and 100 meters. The Maximum Coupled mode was 

employed with the coils co-planer. A reading interval of 25 meters 

was used. Because of the very flat surface topography, no slope or 

topographic corrections were necessary. The entire survey was read 

with unit serial no. 1057 with twice daily phase mix testing to 

ensure that the data would be consistent across the surveyed area.

The Max-Min data was recorded manually and entered in to an 

XYZ format using Watfile. The XYZ files were processed using 

Geopac software. Plotting was done on a Hewlett Packard DraftPro 

EXL pen plotter. A plan scale of 1:2500 was chosen with a profile

scale of l cm - 10%. The results are presented on maps MM-1 to MM- 

4 in the back of this report.



Magnetometer Survey r

A EDA Omni IV Proton Precession magnetometer was used to 

carry out the magnetometer survey. The diurnal deviations were 

corrected from an EDA OMNI recording base station. This should 

ensure an accuracy of less than 10 Nt.

The Proton Precession method involves energizing a wire coil 

immersed in a hydrocarbon fluid. This causes the protons in the 

proton rich fluid to spin or precess simulating spinning magnetic 

dipoles.

When the current is removed the protons precess about the 

direction of the earth's magnetic field, generating a signal in the 

same coil which is proportional to the total magnetic field 

intensity.

In this way, the horizontal gradient of the earth's magnetic field 

can be measured and plotted in plan form with values of equal 

intensity joined to form a contour map. This presentation is useful 

in correlating with other data sets to aid in structural 

interpretation. Individual magnetic responses can be interpreted 

for dip, depth and width estimates after profiling the data.

The following parameters were employed for the survey:

Instrument - EDA Omni Plus Proton Precession Magnetometer

Station Interval - 12.5m

Line Interval - 100m

Diurnal Correction Method - EDA Recording Base station

Data Presentation - Plan, contoured form

- Map No. 1,2 1:5000 scale



VLF - EM Survey
An EDA Omni Plus instrument was used to survey the entire

property. Both the In-phase (dip angle) and Quadrature values were 

recorded at 12.5m intervals.

While VLF stands for Very Low Frequency, it is for mineral 

exploration purposes a very high frequency compared to other 

commonly used Electromagnetic Surveys. The commonly used 

frequencies are in the order of 18-20 kilohertz. The VLF-EM 

technique employs fixed transmitter stations located at various 

places around the world to facilitate navigation. Because of 

this, one has a limited choice as to what transmitter station that 

can be used, depending on distance from and azimuth to the 

transmitter station.

For this survey, Cutler Maine (NAA) was used. It has an 

operating frequency of 24.0 khz. Very briefly, the transmitting 

station emits a concentric, circular wave pattern, expanding about 

the transmitter dipole. Being thousands of miles away from the 

transmitter, we deal with the tangent of this wave pattern which in 

this case would have a direction normal to the azimuth of to the 

station. Thus any conductors having a general strike direction 

parallel to this azimuth would be intersected by this signal which

induces a signal in the conductor which in turn opposes the primary 

signal from the transmitter station. This elliptically polarizes 

the resultant field enabling detection of the conductor using a 

receiver coil to determine the attitude of the resultant field at 

various points along the grid lines.



The resultant field dips away from the conductor axis on both 

sides of the conductor producing a cross-over on the conductor 

axis. For an EW conductor, a true cross-over would occur where the 

field dips south and changes to a north dip as you progress from 

south to north. For this survey, a */- system is used where a (+) 

dip angle means the field is dipping to the south (indicating 

anomaly is to north) and a (-) dip angle means the field is dipping 

to the north (indicating anomaly is to

south). This is the case only if all readings were taken facing 

north as per this survey.

The quadrature values, while not useful alone, can help 

distinguish between bedrock conductors which generally have a 

smaller out-of-phase response than overburden or short wavelength 

conductors. Also, the polarity of the quadrature is diagnostic, 

ie; if the polarity follows or is the same sense as the In-phase it 

glues more credibility to the conductor. Reverse quadrature often 

indicate overburden responses.

The following parameters were employed for the survey: 

Instrument - EDA Omni Plus VLF 

Transmitter Station - Cutler Maine (NAA) 

Frequency - 24.0 KHZ

Reading Direction -All reading taken facing north 

station Interval - 25m, Line Spacing - 100m 

Data Presentation - Plan, Fraser Filtered Map No. V-l

- Scale 1:5000
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SURVEY RESULTS

The geophysical program conducted on the Hurdman Creek 

property was successful in re-establishing a number of zones of 

interest, which were previously outlined by the Mattagami Mines 

Ltd. survey. As well as outlining these zones, an additional zone 

was detected which was not detected by Mattagami Mines. It should 

be noted that the VLP-EM survey did not provide any useful 

information due to an extremely poor station coupling direction and 

the overburden. Each of these HLEM conductive zones will be 

discussed individually and in further detail below. 

ZONE A: This feature is the main area of interest on the property. 

It is a HLEM conductor running roughly east-west across grid B, 

from L2E/037N to L8E/062S. This zone may extend as far as 

L17E/237S on the main grid. This structures strongest HLEM 

response occurs between L4E and L6E. This feature remains open to 

the east although the EM response becomes weaker as it continues in 

that direction. There is a strong magnetic high correlation with 

this conductor. The magnetics become slightly weaker to the east 

where the EM response also becomes weaker. The magnetics along the 

western portion of this zone is stronger, and take an abrupt strike 

direction change to the south where the zones EM response seems to 

stop. This suggests that the EM response has direct correlation 

with the magnetics striking east-west. A test line of HLEM over 

the magnetic feature running north-south along LIE showed little 

response. This zone shows a depth to source of approximately 25-40



meters with a mho value of 5-8mho's. The interpretation is based 

on this zone's response over L5E. There is little or no VLF 

correlation with this zone. This conductor is coincident with 

conductor "A" in the Mattagami Lake data.

ZONE B; At this point, Zone B is a one line anomaly occurring on 

the main grid at L16E/212N. It shows a depth to source of 

approximately 10-30mho's and a mho value of 2.5-9mho's. The 

interpretation of this zone is questionable at best, because of the 

possibility of a north-south strike direction. The HLEM response 

occurs coincident with a magnetic high running north-south from 

L15E/100N to L16E/200N. It would appear that if these magnetics 

are related to the HLEM response, then this zone has a north-south 

strike direction. Once again this zone shows no apparent direct 

correlation with the VLP survey.

ZONE C: This is a weak HLEM response which strikes from L11E/325N 

to L15E/425N. It has a depth to source of approximately 10-l5m 

with a conductivity of l mho. This feature occurs along the 

northern flank of a weak magnetic high which corresponds with the 

HLEM conductor axis. This conductor appears to be coincident with 

conductor "D" in the Mattagami Lake data.
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ZONE D; This is a weak conductor striking in an east/north-east 

direction from L2000E/100B to L2500E/200S, open at both ends. The 

conductor is coincident with a weak magnetic high over the entire 

strike length. The conductor has characteristics of a weakly 

mineralized or disseminated sulphide zone with minor pyrrhotite. 

This conductor appears to correlate with Conductor "B" on the 

Mattagami Lake survey.

ZONE E: This is a weak one-line anomaly occurring on L3E at 262S. 

This zone's response is most likely coincident with a one-line 

airborne EM anomaly which is shown to exist in this area, south of 

the main Zone A.

11



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Magnetometer and Horizontal Loop surveys conducted on the 

Hurdman Creek grid were successful in re-establishing the zones 

previously outlined by Mattagami Mines Ltd. As well, a zone which 

was not previously detected has been located.

The main zone, Zone A was outlined and shows a fairly strong 

response with a coincident magnetic high. As this zone is the most 

conductive and magnetic on the property, it should rate a high 

priority for drilling. This conductor corresponds with conductor 

"A" in the Matagami Lake data.

Anomaly "D" is weak to moderately conductive with coincident 

mag and should be drill tested.

Anomaly "B" is stronger and has a high coincident magnetic 

response. As mentioned, it is suspected that this conductor is 

coincident with the N-S magnetic feature and as such it was lucky 

that it was detected by the current HLEM survey as L1600E was only 

read because the crew had to walk up to the area of anomaly "C". 

In hindsight the high positive shoulders on the in-phase HLEM data 

seen on the Mattagami data would indicate that they were surveying 

parallel to a conductor.To properly delineate both anomaly "B" and 

"C", an east-west grid should be established over the entire 

western part of the surveyed area.

It should be noted that the nature of the mineralization on 

the main Hurdman Property to the north indicated that the zones 

with a higher Sphalerite content were pyrite poor and not

12



necessari ly associated with the massive sulphide(pyriteXpyrrhotite) 

sections. Thus there is a strong possibility of a sphalerite rich 

sulphide zone to exist with little or no pyrite and as such little 

or no HLEM response. In this regard it has been proven in other 

Base Metal camps such as Bathurst N.B., that the Induced 

Polarization method is a very effective tool in detecting such 

zones. As such, it is highly recommended that an I.P. survey be 

conducted over the areas of interest on or shortly before any drill 

program to help delineate such zones and resolve various 

conductors.

This property is situated only 5km south east of the 

Noront/Galico Hurdman Project, which has reported significant zinc 

values. For this reason, and because none of the zones outlined 

have been tested by diamond drilling, all of the zones outlined in 

this report should be tested further.

13



CERTIFICATION

I, Raymond Joseph Meikle of Timmins, Ontario hereby certify 

that:

1. I hold a three year Technologist Diploma from the 

Haileybury School of Mines, Haileybury, Ontario, obtained in May 

1975.

2. I have been practising my profession since 1973 in 

Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, NWT, 

Manitoba, Germany and Chile.

3. I have been employed directly with Teck Corporation, 

MetalIgesselIschaft Canada Ltd. Sabina Industries, .S. Middleton 

Exploration Services Ltd., self employed 1979-1985 (Rayan 

Exploration Ltd.) and currently with Rayan Exploration Ltd.

4. I have based conclusions and recommendations contained in 

this report on knowledge of the area, my previous experience and on 

the results of the field work conducted on the property during 

1990.

5. I hold no interest, directly or indirectly in this 

property, nor do I expect to receive any interest or considerations 

from Noront Resources.

Dated this 30th day of April, 1992 

at Timmins, Ontario.
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Major Benefits of the OMNI PLUS
0 Combined VLF/Magnetometer/cradiometer 

System

* NO Orientation Required

* Three VLF Magnetic Parameters Recorded

* Automatic Calculation of Fraser Filter

* calculation of Ellipticity

* Automatic Correction of Primary Field - 
Variations

9 Measurement of VLF Electric Field



Specifications*
Frequency Tuning Range.

Transmitting stations Measured.

Recorded VLF Magnetic 
Parameters

Standard Memory Capacity

. 15 to 30 kHz, with bandwidth of 150 Hz; tuning 
range accommodates new Puerto Rico station 
at 28.5 kHz

. up to 3 stations can be automatically measured 
at any given grid location within frequency 
tuning range *

.Total field strength, total dip, vertical 
quadrature (or alternately, horizontal 
amplitude)

. 800 combined VLF magnetic and VLF electric 
measurements as well as gradiometer and 
magnetometer readings

Display ...................... .Custom designed, ruggedized liquid crystal
display with built-in heater and an operating 
temperature range from -40"Cto -f 55 0 C.The 
display contains six numeric digits, decimal 
point, battery status monitor, signal strength 
status monitor and function descriptors.

RS232C Serial I/O interface ...... 2400 baud rate, 8 data bits, 2 stop bits, no parity

rest Mode .................... A. Diagnostic Testing (data and programmable
memory) 

B. Self Test (hardware)

Sensor Head .................. Contains 3 orthogonally mounted coils with
automatic tilt compensation

)perating Environmental 
Range ...................... -400 C to -f 55 0C;

O -100"^ relative humidity; 
Weatherproof

'ower Supply ................. Non-magnetic rechargeable sealed lead-acid 18V
DC battery cartridge or belt; 18V DC disposable 
battery belt; 12V DC external power source for 
base station operation only.

heights and Dimensions 
Instrument Console .......... 2.8 kg, 128 x 150 x 250 mm
Sensor Head................. 2.1 kg, 130 dia. x 130 mm
VLF Electronics Module....... .1.1 kg, 40x 150x250mm
Lead Acid Battery Cartridge .. .1.8 kg, 235 x 105 x 90 mm 
Lead Acid Battery Belt ........ 1.8 kg, 540 x 100 x 40 mm
Disposable Battery Belt ....... 1.2 kg, 540 x 100 x 40 mm

rellmlnary

EDA Instruments Inc.. 
4 Thorncliffe Park Drive, 
Toronto. Ontario 
Canada M1H1H1
Telex: OG 23222 EDA TOR. 
Cables: instruments Toronto 
(416)425-7800

In USA,
EDA instruments Inc.. 
5151 ward Road, 
Wheat Ridge. Colorado
U.S.A, 80033 . ... - -. 
(303)422-9112

Printed In Canada
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MAXMIIXI II
PORTABLE E l VI

H Five frequencies: SSS, 444, BOB, 1777 and 3EJS5 Hz.

m Maximum coupled C horizontal-loop J operation with 
reference cable.

m Minimum coupled operation with reference cnbln.

H Vertical-loop operation without reference cnhlo.

n Coil separations: 25, 5O, 1OO , ISO , SOO and HDD m
c with cable) or iaa,saa, 3ao,4oo,Baa and eaa ft.

M Reliable data from depths of up to IBOm C GOO ftj.

H Built-in voice communication circuitry with cable.

M Tilt meters to control coll orientation.

' V l-
'M -. M ' "



SPECIFICATIONS :

22.*1-ni.aQH. 1777 niwJ SEitjSllz. Rupootoblllty iFroqimiinlnn i

fVlodnn of (Jpurntlon: MAX: Trm iFimitt ci- t:oilpliw in tvidrn-

onivor coil plnno hori7onl.nl 
(Mn x -coupled; l lori/rx it.nl I 
rnockj). UooxJ wilJi rofur.

M l N: Trei ismittor coilplario tin izoi- 
tnl r* id r-ocoivw coil plni m vor- 
ticfil l Min- coupled riirxlo). 
Ucied with rnferBiTCB cnbls.

V.L. : Transmitter coil plenra verti- 
cnl en id rooRivnr coil ploria l rjri- 
7cn it.ol (Vertionl-loop modal. 
Usud without roforrancn 
cnblo . In parallel linns.

Coll Boporntlons:

FlontJoiitn :

Bcnlo

Roodtiblllty:

P5.Do.icxj.icio.poo
or 100. sao, 300. -aoo.eaa end
BOO ft. (MMHF). 
CoilnaporotioMs in VL.niodo not re- 
Gt.nctod to fixed values.

Rood: - In PI mRn nrid CJiiBclrnturB connpo- 
rmritn of U IQ secondary field in 
MAX end M IN modes.

- Tilt-nnglo of the totBl fiald in V.L. 
rnoclo .

- Automatic:, direct renrjout on 
DC]mm 13.5") edgewise motoro 
in MAX nnrj MIN rriodos. No null- 
inn or- compensation riocBBBnry .

- Tilt nntjlo end null in QOmm ed(jo- 
wino motors in VL.modo.

m : li i PI ions: ifTOT. . HOOy. by push 
button BWitch .

C3uodi-atLiro:*2O*.t1Oav. by push 
button switch.

Tilt: *7SV. elope .
Null(VL): Sensitivity ndjustnHa 

by eepnrotion ewil^h.

In PI moo orxd Ouodrnture : O.25 V. 
to O TJ V. ; Tilt i 1V. .

i l.) f '! i"/, l .f ( li"/, l li M l l i: illy, i l''| )'M 11 lil "i l 

l H l l ;i II ir 111 If II IM, f l "' "' |l M M H :H '.'i t* * t CJOll

til'l inrfil.ii H i i ir ;i:r l

Tronamlttor Output: -

Wocelvor Bottorioa

Trnneiolttor 
B otto r le a l

Raferenca Cabla t

Voice Link l

Indicator Lights:

t';';'ll.* : I 1 ; H l/M.m' 1 

-1,1^11 l/ : J-C X l/M.iii'' 
tinUI \T : M'( l At.in; '

177/1 U : Cif)
rjLJLjI:)!!/ : MCJ

QV trim:) rrnlnj t:yp'; 1 1; H. 1 1 'r -if -n 1-1) 

Life : HI 'l 'i ox. yf il K M. cm it. it u mug tli i- 
t,y (nlt-nliiin , CJ S Ali). If.-rss ifi cold 
wnott ior .

O Ali (Tinl-typn rt:c:li;n r)iN-it li! 
buttery. (Clioranr supplied).

Liuht wnioht V- t:o' if)i ir tar teflon 
cnblo (ITT minimi irri fi in.inn l.ln'ihiinlil- 
ed. All rofaronc'.o cnldcri opi.iiwril 
et extra cost. Plutiou npocily.

Built-in inl.Rrcom nyrit.r.im for- 
voicra comiiiuriif:ntifin bntwnnn ru- 
coivnr nrid troi inmittei' ofnjrBtor'ii 
In MAX niicj fv/IIN morion, via re- 
furenca cublo .

HI lilt-in nitjriiil rt 11 rc;fnrei irn wtini- 
ii in li()lit.n to iiidicnti) errorieoi in

Temporaturo nnnye: -"lO'C to * RO'C 

Pncelvor Wolyhti Gkri ( V3 Ibii l 

Tranninlttor Wolglit: 13l*tJ (E?!3lbn.)

Shipping Walgliti Typicnlly fjClkp ( 13H Ibo. ). dcperid- 
iiiij on r|i innt.it.if'n of mffvnrico 
ml iln run) tiiil.trtriiM) iricliidr d .
t:jl "l 'f )C!I l il l t.V/VO f "-'l' l/til ll| H W If J Cflf.'iC'M .

ri nl-inn(|*i 01. i f ir: II td

P A R AIVI ETR l C S LIMITED
POO Bl rfKLCARII PU3. E.." IvIAflKMAM . f )l l l . t :Af I/..I lA . trill 1f^r'

I'll, . Cfibloo: 7OTV)I Mf : r ir i rnii i ? /: i r )r H u IVIK 11 ut
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